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Ensure fairness in decision making 

…Decision makers hold power. That power is sometimes used to limit 
people’s access to decision-making structures, particularly people 
and communities on the frontlines of climate change…Use what 
power you hold to help ensure that all decisions and the processes 
by which they are made include representatives from all affected 
groups. Whenever possible, those in power should use the principle 
of “decide with, not for.”…
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Thoughtful Website Design

When we write 
plans, community 
engagement is an 

assumption

Residents access 
our web content 

more than they read 
our plans

(hopefully!)

Advertisements (bus 
ads, social media 

posts, radio spots) 
are even more public

Should these not go 
through community 
engagement too? 
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Understand the perceptions, needs, 
awareness,  and behaviors of D C  residents 
around  emergency preparedness and response 
to three  specif ic hazards: winter weather, 
extreme heat,  and flooding;  and how 
residents seek, f ind, and  utilize information.

R E S E A R C H GOAL
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Methodology

Community 
Research

Prototyping & 
Concept 

Development

Community 
Feedback on 
Prototypes

Final 
Concepts



Round 1 

Community 
Research
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Methodology

Community 
Research

What are resident’s awareness levels, attitudes, and 
concerns about natural hazards? 

What are residents already doing to be prepared? 
What stands in the way of action?

How are residents getting information today? 



Recruiting criteria (14 participants total)

Residents of Wards 7 & 8
• Ward 7
• Ward 8

5
4

Spanish speakers
Native speakers of Spanish as a primary language;  
not comfortable with English

2

Seniors
Age 67+, living at home relatively independently  
(not in an assisted living facility)

2

Business owners Small to medium independently-owned businesses 3

Transient residents

Living in DC for 5 years or less, without intention to stay
long-term, due to temporary appointments, contracts, or  
other reasons

2

Primary criteria Breakdown Interviewees

Preexisting health condition Chronic conditions, e.g. obesity & respiratory conditions 3

Primary transportation Rely on public transport 5

Homeownership
• Homeowner
• Renter

5
9

Ability Physical disability 2

Secondary criteria Breakdown Interviewees
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Safeguard people

 Safeguard the health, well-being, safety and existence of all people 
affected by an adaptation action. Focus on more vulnerable 
populations, engage those who have traditionally been 
disenfranchised, and consider multiple, intersecting vulnerabilities, 
systemic injustice, and oppression when identifying problems and 
solutions. 
Assess all strategies to ensure that they do not have 

disproportionate negative impacts on these populations. If possible, 
adaptation strategies should actively strengthen these populations. 



When it comes to weather risk,  
D C  residents are guessing.

INSIGHT 01

When it comes to the risk of extreme weather types occurring in DC,  or  
affecting them personally, residents make their own judgments. They may  
factor in past experiences in locations that were more extreme or well  
known for specifc hazards.

More extreme  
experiences elsewhere

"I'mfrom Boston, and went to Syracuse,  
and snow is not a big deal to me. Here in  
the Mid-Atlantic, a few flurries are such  
a big deal."

Notions that D C   
weather is moderate

"Hurricanes and tropical storms, I'm
not concerned; DC isn't a place that
has these issues."

Personal judgments on  
geographic or structural risk

"I'm not that concerned about floods.It  
depends on where you live and if your  
house is low. It floods really bad like at  
Hains Point-the water level is really  
b a d - o r at Rock Creek Park."

"The street gets backed up: floods. I don't  
worry about heavy rains affecting my first  
floor apartment though. I wouldn't  
consider flood insurance, flood-proofing. If I  
was in the basement apartment, which  
flooded real bad, I'd be concerned."



Current awareness of risks and existing resources

ATTITUDES, AWARENESS, PERCEPTIONS

Number of residents awareAwareness signals

Familiar with 100-year foodplain

Familiar with ReadyDC or AlertDC

Know location of cooling/warming center  

Know if they are at higher risk of fooding

Connect risk of heat or winter with health/safety  

Know if they qualify for flood insurance



Residents  
prioritize life's  
known threats.

INSIGHT 02

It's not that residents don't care or  
aren't concerned about the weather.  
It's that they're focused on handling  
the immediate essentials of today. For  
many, extreme weather feels like an  
activity they don't have time or  
resources to worry about separately.

RESIDENT MINDSHARE

Parenting responsibilities

Reckless  drivers  
in the neighborhood

Drive-by shootings

Dealing with  
police harassment

Managing  
health issues

Finding work

Getting business  
off the ground

Finance  
challeng es

Hazard preparedness Checking  
weather

Aging & losing mobility Maintaining  
home

Community  
engagement

Past traumatic  
experiences
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Recognize context 

Contextualize adaptation research, policies, practices, 
communication, and actions to the appropriate issues, location, and 
scale. Understand existing, underlying conditions and vulnerabilities 
that climate change may exacerbate before deciding what 
adaptation action to take. Design strategies to adjust over spatial 
and temporal scales, and account for variability and extremes. 
Assess localized outcomes of adaptation actions



Without a  
catalyst to  
act, aware  
doesn't mean  
prepared.
Plenty of work lies ahead in raising the awareness  
across D C  residents, but awareness alone is not  
enough. Even our most aware residents are not  
necessarily highly prepared, if they haven't  
experienced a personal reason to do so.

INSIGHT 03

awareness

pr
ep

ar
ed

ne
ss

Awareness: Approximated based on knowledge of risk, resources, and  
actions to take relative to ReadyDC recommendations.
Preparedness: Approximated based on self-reported actions taken relative to  
ReadyDC recommendations.

This is behaviorally-driven and qualitative in nature, meant only as a  
representation. Residents are plotted relative to each other and not on an  
absolute scale.



"Cooling centers? I can't see myself  
going, but I could see myself trying to  
help someone outside when it's hot by  
telling them.Warming centers, I didn't  
know about- I  would want to know,  
so I can tell people to go there.

"The hypothermia hotline, I haven't  
heard of th i s - I  would definitely  
consider calling it for someone else."

"I didn't know that a  
hypothermia hotline exists. IfI  
saw this, I wouldn't just  
consider i t - I would do it."

PREPAREDNESS, ACTIONS, BARRIERS

Willing responders say that they're a step away from  being 
able to actualize this role, e.g.:

• Not knowing a hypothermia hotline exists
• Not knowing the location of nearby cooling/warming centers

Ward7



Despite wanting to be more  
prepared, residents default to  
waiting for information to  
come to them.

INSIGHT 06

Residents have a whole host of sources for information. Notably, almost all are alerts or  
news that they receive, rather than searches that they initiate.



Local TV  
news

G oogle  
search

Wireless  
Emergency  

Alerts (WEA)

Email or print  
newsletters

AlertD C
Weather  

apps

Word of  
mouth

Community  
organizations  
or community  

events

Current sources of information mentioned by residents

UTILIZING INFORMATION & R E S O UR CE S

Emails

Encountering information

Actively seeking information

+ Neighborhood BID
+ ANCs

+ The Mayor's Offce
+ 730 Newsletter
+  Friends of Anacostia
+  D C  Small & Local  

Business listserv
+  Workplace listservs

Flyers

+ Kids' schools

S ocial  
media



"I do have a notification system for  
emergency notifications, but I have it  
silenced. It's a little bit overwhelming.I  
don't think it's actually that feasible to  
be used by me. It goes off probably  
hundreds of times."



Residents want answers that help  
them navigate in-the-moment  
decisions during an event.

INSIGHT 08

When asked what information residents need, our participants focused on timely  
updates that would help inform the many immediate choices they would need to make  
that affect their days in the short-term.



Damage to my property

+ Managing ongoing issues during an event
+  Responding to damages in the aftermath
+ Financial implications

Driving safely

+ Whether it's safe to drive and get to work
+ Where it's salted/plowed
+ Traffc patterns

Effects on my business

+ Whether my team can safely come in
+ Whether customers will come
+    Whether to open or close
+    Actions to avoid liabilities

Effects on my loved ones' health or safety

+ Whether I should go outside
+ Whether I can safely get around in the snow/ice
+ Whether we will be cool or warm enough at home

H

R

B

Homeowner

Renter

Business owner (owns)

H B

B Business owner (rents)

B BH R B B

H R B B

Highest concerns during an extreme weather event

UTILIZING INFORMATION & R E S O UR CE S



Before

+ Are our storm drains being serviced/cleaned?
+ Why can't we get f lood insurance?
+ Health concerns from mold, poor ventilation?
+ Are we geographically specifically at risk due to proximity to  

Anacostia?

During

+ Is it safe to drive?
+ Are there road closures that will affect me?
+ What are the traffc patterns like?

After

+ Is D C  going to repair street damage, like cracks  
in street from water damage?

H

Homeowners

+ What actions should take to protect my home (e.g. gutters)?
+  Could there be potential damage to my basement/lower level?

Questions residents have,  
when prompted: Floods

INFORMATION & R E S OUR CE S

"I have questions about flooding,as  
it pertains to where we're located.  
How does the Anacostia River-or  
does i t -have  an impact on  
flooding? Is that something that we  
should be concerned about? Is  
there anything that we should do to  
prepare for that?"

Jay



Before

+ Do I need to stock up in groceries/supplies in advance?
+ What do I do if I lose power?
+ How do seniors get their necessities?
+ New immigrants, new to hemisphere, new to seasons, new drivers,  

delivery drivers: how do I drive safely in winter snow?Questions residents have,  
when prompted: winter storm

INFORMATION & R E S OUR CE S

Business owners

+ Do I need to salt/take other preventative actions?
+ Other liability protections?

During

+ Is it safe to drive (snow, ice)?
+ Will I still be able to work? Should I go outside at all?
+  Will I be able to get groceries?
+ Will they be plow? When?
+ What do I need to do to park if a street is marked as an  

evacuation route?

Business owners

+ Is it safe for my team to drive in today? Will customers even  
come? Should I make the call to not open?

+ What do I communicate to my team if we're already in  
operating hours? How do I decide if we should close early?

After

Homeowners

+ What to do about snow on the roof? Will it create leaks?

"For winter storm.the [meaningof]  
signs outside my business that say  
'this is the evacuation route for  
some sort of snow removal.' What  
does it mean to be on the snow  
evacuation route?"

Jay



Before

+ Can I get access to a place with AC?
+ Is my AC  reliable enough?
+ Should I stay inside?
+ Health effects (e.g. sickle cell)?
+  Power outages: Do I need to arrange for backup power supply?

During

+ At what point is there risk of heat stroke if I go outside?
+ What are low-cost options to keep my house cool

Questions residents have,  
when prompted: extreme heat

INFORMATION & R E S OUR CE S

Business owners

+ What can I as a business owner do to help with cooling  
community members?

"With extreme heat,knowing  
what's the threshold-today's  
an extreme heat day, or what  
it is compared to being  
outrageously hot? Knowing  
like, am I in trouble if I go  
outside for too long or not  
hydrating?

Devin

"With extreme heat, I'd love to know if there  
are services or resources that are provided  
to businesses to prepare. Based on the  
population of our community, if we could  
support in some way by being a cooling  
center, or if the city will provide water  
stations."

Jay



How might we  
establish a clear  
connection between  
residents' immediate  
priorities and hazard  
preparedness?

How might we  
help residents  
understand their  
personal risk and
protect t h e m s e l v e s -
without needing to  
experience a crisis?

How might we  
empower residents  
to take actions that  
are feasible and  
realistic for them?

How might we deliver  
residents with the  
information they need  
in the right moment,  
in the right context?

How might we  
equip community
leaders with accurate  
information to  
amplify?

How might we  
activate everyday  
responders to their  
full potential during a  
weather emergency?

OPPORTUNITY

OPPORTUNITY

OPPORTUNITY

OPPORTUNITY

OPPORTUNITY

OPPORTUNITY

O
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Messages we tested





Personal risk  
awareness

Visualizing  
future risk

What DC is  
doing for you

Costs of  
preparing and  
not preparing

Resident  
stories

Triage for  
resources

Personal  
responder role  

& resources

When a risk
becomes an
emergency

Seasonal risk  
awareness

Amplifier role  
& resources

Block captain  
role &  

resources

Personalized  
preparedness  

actions

Concept elements we tested





General Assess Your Risk Hazards

Where in DC do you live?

Ward Add ress

Ward B I Anac ostia V Assess your risk
Do you rent or own your home?

Rent V

Do you live wi th others?

I live alone V

Do you live wi th others?

I li vealone

Find out your risk level of exp eriencing ext reme weather like
extreme heat, floods, or snow storms and what you can do
about it.

To get started, te ll us a little abou t yourself like which DC
ward you live in, your age group, if you have children, and
whethe r you're a homeowner.

Click Submi t to f ind out your results.

Do you have disabilitie s or chronic health conditions? Yes
flf'"'IREADY

?t.4iDC
...R_e_s_e_,_..,]--









Next steps

Ward8
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Melissa Deas
Chief Resilience Officer 

Melissa.deas@dc.gov
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